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Meaning Present Past Past participle
یستمتع Enjoy enjoyed Enjoyed
یكتب Write wrote Written
یضحك Laugh laughed Laughed
یذھب Go went Gone
یرى See saw Seen
یدرس Study studied Studied
یقرر Decide decided Decided
یرسل Send sent Sent

یتصل Call called Called
یفعل do/ does did Done
یمشي Walk Walked Walked
یستمع الى  listen to        listened to listened to
یركض              Run ran Run
یسبح    Swim swam Swam
ینام    Sleep slept Slept
یشتري     Buy bought Bought
یحاول      Try tried Tried
یسافر    Travel travelled Travelled
یعطي     Give gave Given

یأكل      Eat ate Eaten
یشرب    Drink drank Drunk
یطبخ    Cook cooked Cooked

یأخذ/ یلتقط     Take took Taken
یقرأ     Read read Read



Unit one 
A famous Artist  

    

Date : ……………………....                                       

(  A famous Artist ) 
                                                 

Fill in the spaces with words from the list: 

             [   used to - rough - soundly - owns  -palm leaves  - background  ] 

1. The baby is sleeping....................in his bed. 

2- Don’t go swimming . The sea is ……………… 

3-There is a big tree in the ……………….of the picture. 

4 -The Manazz is made of............................  

5-In the past, I ………………..live in a small house. 

6- Mohammad .................... an iPad and iPhone. 

wordNo.WordNo

own (v.)9model (n.)1

collect (v.)10cot (n.)2

move to (v.)11palm leaves (n.)3

background (n.)12show (v.)4

foreground (n.)13passed away (v.)5

middle (n.)14soundly (adv.)6

made of (phr. v.)15furniture (n.)7

rough (adj.)8
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Date: ............................ 

Fill in the spaces with words from the list: 

             [   furniture - showed - passed away - middle  -models  - cot  ] 

1. Ha an is sad, her grandmother ................. 

2- Maha  ……………… me her paintings. 

3-There are a lot of ..................... in the house. 

4 -Ayoub Hussein made ........................... of old Kuwaiti houses 

5-The baby is sleeping in his .................... 

6- We can see a mountain in the ..................... of the painting. 

Date: ............................ 

Fill in the spaces with words from the list: 

         [ collecting - moved to - showed - rough- own- foreground] 

1- My family..................... new house last month. 

2- You shouldn't swim in the sea when it is .............. 

3- My favorite hobby is ...................... old pictures. 

4- Nasser .................. to me his paintings. 

5- There is a man on the ........................ of the painting. 

6- They ............... a lovely garden. 

 Choose the correct answer from a, b, c, and d

 1.This shop sells …………………….. clothes.

     a.   baby           b. babies                      c. babies’                          d. baby’s             

 2.Our ……………………………… car is modern.
           

    a.   Teacher         b. teachers’                   c. teacher’s                 d. teachers

 3.The ……………………. Painting was in the museum.

 a. artist                    b. artists                       c. artist’s                   d. artists’ 
4. The ............ dogs are ready to start the race. They trained them well. 

a. boys                     b. boys'                        c. boy's           d. boy 
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Grammar 
Date: ......................... 

A]    Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 
1. I used ………….clean my room. 

b. in                           b. on                               c. to                            d. at 
   

2. I was born ……………2005. 
a. in                            b. on                                c. by                          d. at 

3. My friend Hamad is sitting …………….the left. 
a. by                           b. on                               c. off                          d. in 

4. There is a tree …………..the background. 
a. by                             b. of                     c. on                         d. in 

     5- People.................. ride horses in the past. 
a. use to                   b. used to                 c. uses                 d. are used to 

    6- Mona used to ................... stories when she was younger. 
        a. reads                  b. reading.                    c. read.                   d. is reading                

Date: ...................... 

B]  Do as shown between brackets: 
6. Maha  used to live in a big house.                                 ( Make negative) 

 ………………………………………………………………………………………. 

7. Heba used to travel abroad when she was young.      ( Ask a question) 

 ………………………………………………………………………………………. 

8. Hasan won the race yesterday .                                     ( Ask a question) 

  ………………………………………………………………………………………. 

9. I used to eat fruit when I was young.                          ( Ask a question) 

         ………………………………………………………………………………………  
    
      10. Ahmed used to play football.                                   ( Make negative )   

         ………………………………………………………………………………………  
    
      11. We used to watch TV a lot.                                         ( Make negative)   
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      …………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Date : ……………………....   
                                      

                                                Reading Comprehension  

* Read the following passage, then answer the questions below: 

     Water is the source of life. Nobody can live without water. Also, animals and plants 

will die if there is no water. People use water for drinking, washing , cooking and 

watering plants. People can get water from rain , rivers, wells and seas after removing 

salt from water to become fresh water.  

   We must save water and should not waste it. We should always turn off the taps after 

using water. Water is a blessing from Allah and we should be thankful to him for giving it 

to us free. 

[A] Choose the correct answer from a, b , c and d  
1-The best title  for this passage is …………………….. 
    a) Animals                                             b) The importance of water   
    c) Wells                                                d) Drinking water 

2- The word free in the last line means ……………………… 
   a)without paying          b) not busy                       c) fresh                        d)clean 

3-The underlined pronoun “ it” in line “9” refers to  …………………….. 
  a)rain                              b) the sea                        c) a river                      d)water 

4- The main idea of the second paragraph is …………………. 
     a ) sources of water                                 b) ways of using water. 
    c) Fresh water                       d) Saving water. 
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Writing Activity 

Date: ......................... 

 Write a short paragraph of (6 sentences ) about Ayoub Hussein with the help of 
the following guide words:  

( artist – used to – teacher – 600 paintings - work - museum- paint -  

old Kuwait)

………………………………………………………………………………………………………................

………………………………………………………………………………………………………............... 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………...............

………………………………………………………………………………………………………................. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………...............

.………………………………………………………………………………………………………................. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………...............

..………………………………………………………………………………………………………................. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………...............

.………………………………………………………………………………………………………................. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………............... 
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Unit two  
An Advertisement for Kuwait  

                                    

Date : …………………….... 
Unit 2 

Lesson 1 ( An advertisement for Kuwait ) 

A)Fill in the spaces with words from the list: 

( tasty – feed – browser – businessman – old-fashioned - exciting ) 

1. My father bought a mobile with fast......................... 
2.  There are lots of .................... in Failaka Island. 
3.  The food is ................... in that restaurant. 
4. The ................ .... is always busy man. 
5. The mothers ................... their babies. 
6. The rides in the Entertainment City are ........................ 

wordNo.WordNo

exciting (adj.)9advertisement (n.)1

shows(n.)10aquarium (n.)2

old-fashioned (adj.)11happily (adv.)3

miss (v.)12businessman (n.)4

price (n.)13viewing sphere (n.)5

edition (n.)14feed(v.)6

deal (n.)15scuba diving (n.)7

browser (n.)16tasty (adj.)8
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Date : …………………….... 

A)Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 

1. The ...…………… buy and sell things. 

        a. businessman.        b. advertisement.      c. scuba diving    d. browser  

2. My uncle is a …………………. 

a. aquarium            b. businessman         c. edition          d.advertisement  

3. The show was very .................... We had a lot of fun. 

a. old-fashioned            b. tasty           c. exciting           d. happily  

    4. I can see Kuwait City from the ......................... in Kuwait Towers. 

a. shows          b. scuba diving          c. browser         d. viewing sphere 

    5. The .................. on the dress is twenty KD. 

a. aquarium        b. deal                      c. price         d.shows 

    6- If you don't move quickly you will.............. your bus. 

        a. deal.              b. feed.            c. miss.              d. price 
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Date : …………………….... 

                                                   Grammar  

Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 

1. If you read this book, you ………………. useful information. 

a. gets                        b. get            c. got              d. will get 

2. If she ………….. hard, she will get an award. 

a. working                 b. work         c. works         d. worked  

3. If  he doesn't study hard, he …………… pass the exam. 

a. might                       b. will            c. won't            d. may 

4. If they …………………their homework, they won't go out. 

a. did                            b. don't do      c. done            d. do 

5. If  we go to the Fun City, we will …………… fun. 

a. has                            b. have            c. had              d. having 

Date:................. 

B) Do as shown between brackets:  

1. If we turn the lights off, we will save energy.   ( Make negative ) 

…………………………………………………………………. 

2. If she studies hard, she will get high marks.      ( Make negative) 

…………………………………………………………………. 

3. I watched a T.V programme last night.             ( Ask a question ) 

…………………………………………………………………. 

         4. Hani read an interesting book last week.           ( Ask a question ) 

…………………………………………………………………… 
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Date : …………………….... 

Do as shown between brackets: 

1- If I go to the party, ..............................................             ( complete) 

2- If  they eat healthy food, .....................................            ( complete) 

3- If she study well, .................................................            ( complete) 

4- If My sister go shopping , ...................................             ( complete) 

5- If you sleep early , ...............................................             ( complete) 

Date: .......................... 

Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 

1- Would you like to drink tea ............. coffee? 

a. and.             b. so.               c. because.             d. or 

b.

2- My favorite sports are swimming............. football. 

a. and.             b. so.               d.while.             d. or 

3-  My mother was sick................. she went to the doctor. 

a. if.             b. so.               d. because.             d. or 

4- Her father gave her a present..................... it's her birthday. 

a. and.             b. so.               d. because.             d. or 

5- They travelled to Qatar ........... Bahrain last summer. 

a. If.             b. so.               d. and.             d. or 

6- Today is a holiday............. we are going on a picnic. 

a. If.             b. so.               d. because .             d. and                            
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Date : ……………………....   
                                   

Reading Comprehension  

* Read the following passage, then answer the questions below: 

   My name is Abdullah. I’m 11 years old and I live in a house near the sea. I like the sea 

very much. I sometimes go fishing into the sea with my friends. My favorite  sea sport 

swimming, but if the sea is rough, I don't swim. My friends like surfing. It is a lovely 

sport, but I'd rather scuba diving . I can see many kinds of fish with my goggles.  

   At night we always walk along the beach. Especially when the weather is nice. The sea 

air is so fresh. 

A)  Choose the right word from a , b ,  c and  d :              

1. The best title of the text is  ……………………… 

    a)Abdullah's life       b)  Fishing in the sea         c) Scuba diving       d) The beach 

2. The underlined  word (  It  ) in line ( 3  ) refers to ……………  
   a) friends                b) goggles                           c) swimming         d) surfing .  

3. the main idea of the text is ……………………  
   a) Abdullah and his friends            b)  the house near the sea 

   c) the weather was nice                          d) Abdullah likes the sea                                                           

4. The word ( fresh) in line (6) means ………………… 

   a) dirty air              b) clear air                         c) bad air                d) calm air  
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Writing Activity  

Date: ............................. 

 Write a short paragraph of (6 sentences ) about Kuwait Towers with the help of the 
following guide words:  

(  Kuwait / modern / Kuwait towers – Dickson House – National Museum / 

Failaka Island / enjoy – time ) 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………….…… 

……………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………….............................

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………..………………………………………......

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………..………………………………………........

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………..………………………………………........

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………..........................................

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………..........................................

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Unit three
A Local Television Programme

                

Date:....................... 

A)Fill in the spaces with words from the list: 

( accident – programme – plaster – actor – receptionist – broken) 

1. Cartoon  is my favourite TV …………………… . 
2. Tariq Al- Ali  is a famous …………….., he makes me laugh. 
3. I saw a car ……………….. yesterday. 
4. The ………………….. answers  the phone and give the doctor messages. 
5. The  doctor  x-rayed  my ……………. leg. 
6. You have a cut on your head ! You have to put a ………………… 

                                                                 

Fill in the spaces with words from the list: 

             [   leave – hit - cartoon – nurse - worried- x-rayed ] 

1. Sponge Pop is a very funny ........................ 

2. I'm …………........... because tomorrow I have an exam. 

3. You should not ................... the dog. It's a poor animal. 

4. The doctor ................. my arm when I told him that it hurts me. 

5. ..................... always helps the doctor in the hospital. 

6. I will go to the university after I ................... the school. 

wordNo.WordNo

daughter (n.)9actor (n.)1

worried (adj.)10episode (n.)2

hit (v.)11broken (adj.)3

Leave (v.)12frightened (adj.)4

hastily (adv.)13safety (n.)5

programme (n.)14x-ray (v.)6

cartoon  (n.)15remember (v.)7

prefer (v.)16receptionist (n.)8
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Date : ……………………....   
                                                                 

Fill in the spaces with words from the list: 

1-I ............... oranges more than apples. 

a) remember              b) leave                     c) prefer            d) hit 

2-For the driver's……………. , he must put the seat belt. 

a) receptionist              b)actor                     c) daughter            d) safety  

3-The boy was .................. when was lost. 

a) frightened              b) broken                     c) hastily            d) episode  

4-Sara is  the ……………….of our  English teacher. 

a) worried              b) programme                     c) daughter                d) broken  

Date: ....................... 

Fill in the spaces with suitable question words: 

1-A: ............................ did you sleep last night?            B:At eight o'clock. 

a. Who.        b. Where               c. When.           d. How 

2- A: ........................... did you eat for lunch?                B: Fish and chips. 

a. Who.        b. How               c. When.           d. What 

3-A: .......................... are you so happy?                       B: Because I won the race. 

a. Why.        b. What               c. When.           d. Where 

4- A: ......................... did you travel to Saudi Arabia?   B: By plane. 

a. Who.        b. Where               c. When.           d. How 

5- A: ..................... do you live ?                                  B: I live in Abdullah Mubarak. 

a. What.        b. Where               c. When.           d. Why 
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Date: ............................ 

Ask questions for the following sentences: 

1- The pillow is under the bed. 

................................................................................................ 

2- She came late because she was sick. 

................................................................................................ 

3- They travelled last Monday. 

................................................................................................ 

4- Haya bought  a lovely dress. 

................................................................................................ 

5- They went to the park by car. 

................................................................................................ 

So and Because  

So and because can be used to join sentences together. 

So: tells us the effect of a situation. 

Because: tells us why something happens. 

Example:  

It was raining. I took an umbrella. 

1-It was raining, so I took an umbrella. 

2-I took an umbrella because it was raining. 

Date: ............................ 

Do as shown between brackets: 

1- We left the party hastily. We were late.                      ( Join with because) 

............................................................................................... 

2- My brother was sick. He went to the doctor.                   ( Join with so) 

............................................................................................... 

3- We must study hard. We have an exam tomorrow.          ( Join with because) 

............................................................................................... 

4- It was raining. I took my umbrella.                                 ( Join with so) 

............................................................................................... 
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Complete the following sentences with " so" or "because " : 

1- The girl is crying...................... she lost her toy. 

2- I must learn ................... I go to school. 

3- We gave Sara a present................... it's her birthday. 

4- Ahmed wants to be fit .................. he eats healthy food. 

Date:......................                                                   

Do as shown between brackets: 

1- Ahmad enjoys ( play ) football .        ( correct ) 

………………………………………………………………….. 

2- Sara prefers ( swim ) in the swimming pool .       ( correct ) 

…………………………………………………………………. 

3- I like  ( take ) photos.                   ( correct ) 

………………………………………………………………… 

4- They enjoy ( watch ) TV.                      ( correct ) 

…………………………………………………………………. 

Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 

1. They enjoy ………………. To modern music. 

a. listens                   b. listening               c. listen            listened 

2. she likes ……………….. shopping. 

a. going                    b. go                         c. goes             d. went 

3. Amal  prefers ………………. comedy stories. 

a. wrote                    b. writes                   c. written         d. writing 

4. My mother prefers ………………… slowly. 

a. drive                     b. driving                 c. drives           d. drove  
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Date:.................... 

I-Reading comprehension 

Read the following passage and answer the question below: 

       The seasons of the year are autumn, winter, spring and summer. Autumn isn't 

too hot and isn't too cold but it is sometimes windy. It's a nice season. Winter in 

Kuwait is cold, but we always have the sun.  We wear heavy clothes like coats and 

jackets. We also drink hot drinks like tea and coffee. In winter, people go camping 

in the desert. The flowers are beautiful in spring, so people go to the parks to enjoy 

their time there. Children can run, ride bikes and play football. 

      In summer, the weather is very hot. Many people go on holidays. On holidays, 

people don't go to work  or schools. They rest and have fun. Some people go to the 

beaches, some travel to other countries and some stay at home.  

A)Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 

1. The best title for the passage is ………………………….. 

a. The four seasons     b. spring in Kuwait       c. winter        d. holidays 

2. The word windy in line (2) means ………………………. 

b. a lot of air                b. no air                        c. some air       d. little air 

3.  The main idea of the second paragraph is ……………………. 

a. summer                    b. schools       c. holidays in summer    d. beaches 

4. The underlined word they  in ( 9) refers to ………………….. 

a. holidays             b. people             c. children           d. season 
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Unit four 
World of Water 

                    

Date:...................... 

Choose the correct answers from a, b, c, or d: 

1- We shouldn't................ water. We should use it wisely. 

a. melt           b. hold              c. waste           d. take out 

2- Mr. Abdullah is a ............... man. He owns many houses. 

a. rich           b. dirty              c. expensive            d. careful  

3- Kuwait built .................. that change salty sea water into fresh drinking water. 

a. iceberg            b. programme              c. desalination plants           d. episode  

4- We should walk ................ when we cross the streets. 

a. hastily            b. carefully               c. happily            d. take out 

5- Clean your room. It's..................... 

a. expensive            b. frightened               c. rich           d. dirty  

6- Kuwait is hot country, so we can't see ..................... in it. 

a. iceberg            b. programme              c. desalination plants           d. cartoon  

wordNo.WordNo

rich (adj.)٧desalination plant(n.)1

take out (phr. v.)8dirty (adj.)2

hold (v.)9expensive (adj.)3

iceberg (n.)10factory (n.)4

melt (v.)11waste (v.)5

carefully (adv.)6
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Date:.......................... 

Fill in the spaces with words from the list: 

                   [ carefully- factory- hold- take out- melted ] 

1- My father works cars ..................  

2- Desalination plants ................... the salt from the sea water. 

3- The ice-cream ................... over my hand. 

4- ................. your books in your hands. Don't leave them on the table. 

5- You should walk .................... when you get down the stairs. 

Relative pronouns  

1- Who : It is used to refer to people.    

Ex. The man who is standing there is my father. 

2- Which: It is used to refer to animals or objects.  

Ex. Mona has a cat which is so cute. 

3- Where: It is used to refer to places.  

Ex. The hotel where we stayed was excellent. 

4- When: It is used to refer to time.  

Ex. That was the year when we travelled to USA. 
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Date : ……………………....   
                                                                                                              
A]    Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d:   

1. That is the girl.................... bought the new dress. 
a. which                          b. who                        c. when                   d. where 

  
      2- That is the house ................... I live in. 

b. who                           b. where                      c. when                       d. when  

3-I like watching the programme .................. shows the life of animals. 
a. which             b. who                     c. where                        d. where 

   4- My brother....................... travelled to Dubai, came back yesterday. 
a.  which                    b. who                     c. where                           d. when 

     
    5- That's the park ................. I play in every day. 
          which                    b. who                     c. where                           d. when 

B]  Do as shown between brackets: 
  

1- Hala is my friend. She has a cat.                                 ( Join with who) 
 ………………………………………………………………………………………. 

2. This is my Book. I like reading.                                ( Join with which ) 

 ………………………………………………………………………………………. 

3. This is park near my house. I go to every day.                 ( Join with where ) 

  ……………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Date : ……………………....   
        

Reading Comprehension 

Read the following passage then answer the questions below: 

 My name is Dana . I like school. One day we were discussing hobbies in the class. 

Our teacher asked each one of us to talk about her hobby. My friend Sara said her 

favourite hobby is  riding horses. My friend Amal said fishing. Others admired camping, 

travelling, reading and watching TV.  

            I listened to all my friends . Then I began to talk about photographing or taking 

photo. It is my favourite hobby. It is really a nice hobby. I like photographing flowers 

very much. I also like photographing young children. I watch them carefully and I wait 

until I get good pictures of them. It isn’t easy because children move very quickly. They 

never stop until they go to sleep. I have got a good camera. I save money to buy a video 

camera. This will help me to film all happy things of my family. 

A)Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 
1-The best title for the passage is ……………………. .  

a. Young children          b. School             c. Hobbies               d. Friendship 

2- The  word  discussing   in the first line means  ………………….. 

a. Talking about           b. watching            c. helping                d. listening 

3-The pronoun “ her” ( in line 2) refers to ……………….. 

a. teacher                      b. Dana                  c. Sara                       d. Amal  

4-The main idea of the second paragraph is ………………. 

a.Dana’s birthday         b. riding horses       c. saving more       d. Dana’s family 
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  Writing

 Date: .....................

Write a paragraph of six sentences about “ Water” 

 The following picture and guide words may help you:    

 [ water– important - get- - rivers- rain-  -drink - wash - cook - desalination  plants- -turn
 off- taps ]

 !
 “ Water”

 ………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………..............................
 …………………………………………………………………..................................
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………

 ……………………………………………….…………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
 …………………………………………………………………………………………
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Unit Five 
Sea World Secrets 

Date:...................... 

Choose the correct answers from a, b, c, or d: 

1- ............... have shells on their backs. 

a. Turtles           b. Whales              c. Coral reefs           d. Butterflies  

2- Some kinds of fish have ................ on their body. 

a. spikes           b. pattern              c. eggs            d. squid  

3- Turtles..................... eggs up on the beach. 

a. coral reefs           b. eggs              c. squid           d. spikes  

4- The.................... is largest shark. It swims in the warm water. 

a. Turtles           b. Whales              c. Coral reefs           d. Butterflies  

5- The butterfly fish swims near the ..................... 

a. squid            b. pattern               c. spike           d. coral reefs  

6- The divers sometimes find treasures in the......................... 

a. eggs            b. pattern               c. shipwreck           d. coral reefs  

 !24

wordNo.WordNo

slowly (adv.)٧coral reef (n.)1

shipwreck (n.)8lay eggs (v.)2

squid (n.)9pattern (n.)3

sink ( v.)10turtle (n.)4

poisonous (adj.)11whale (n.)5

spike (n.)6



Date:.......................... 

Fill in the spaces with words from the list: 

                   [ slowly - pattern - lay eggs- sink- poisonous ] 

1- The squid is a  .................. sea animal. 

2- We should drive cars................ especially in crowded streets. 

3- The birds..................... in their nests. 

4- Some ships.............. when there is a storm. 

5- Butterfly fish are beautiful, they have lovely.................. 

Grammar  

Date:...................

Choose the correct answers from a, b, c, or d:

1- We were walking down the street when it ...................to rain.

a. starting.          b. starts.            c. started.           d. was starting 

2- Dana ..................... in the mall when she saw her friend .

a. walking .          b. was walking .            c. walked.           d. walks 

3- When I arrived the airport, the plane ....................

a. was taking off.          b. takes off .            c. took off.           d. were taking off

4- They were watching TV when the bell ........................

a. rings.          b. was ringing .            c. rang.           d. were ringing 
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Date:..........................

Correct the verbs between brackets:

1- Ahmed was taking a bath when his brother ( knock) the door.
..............................................................................................................

2- The dogs ( run) when the boys hit them.

..............................................................................................................

3- When my teacher arrived the class, we (sing)

..............................................................................................................

4- I was cooking a cake when my sister ( go) out.

.............................................................................................................. 

Do as shown between brackets: 

1- The sun .......................... ( rise) every day.             ( Correct) 

2- They usually..................... ( play) football in the garden.      ( Correct) 

3- Adel always........................ ( go) swimming in the club.      ( Correct) 

4- My little brother...................( drink) milk every morning.     ( Correct) 

5- I never ........................ ( leave) my homework.                     ( Correct) 

Date: .......................... 

Do as shown between brackets: 

1- Laila goes to the mall every day.                               ( Make negative) 

.............................................................................................................. 

2- They always study in the afternoon.                         ( Make negative) 

.............................................................................................................. 

3- The monkey likes eating bananas.                             ( Make negative) 

.............................................................................................................. 

4- I live in Kuwait.                                                     ( Make negative) 

.............................................................................................................. 

5- He always sings in the parties.                                 ( Make negative) 

.............................................................................................................. 
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Date: .......................... 

Do as shown between brackets: 

1- They visit their grandparents every Friday.             ( Ask question ) 

.............................................................................................................. 

2- She plays the piano .                                              ( Ask question ) 

.............................................................................................................. 

3- I go to school every day.                                      ( Ask question ) 

.............................................................................................................. 

4- Mohammad likes scuba diving.                          ( Ask question ) 

................................................................................................................. 
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Reading Comprehension  

Date: ..................... 

Read the following passage, then answer the questions below: 

               Many people  enjoy  hobbies in the sea.  The  sea is very dangerous but it is 

very useful.  It has salt, fish, pearls and many sea  animals.  Fishermen like the sea 

because they catch fish and sell them in the fish market.  Some  people like it because 

they can enjoy  their  time  there.  They can spend happy times swimming, diving, sailing 

and racing their boats.  People can travel by ships from country to country.  The sea can 

also be dangerous when the waves are rough. Sometimes we can not  swim in the sea 

because of some dangerous  animals like sharks that can kill or eat people. 

A)  Choose the right word from a , b ,  c and  d :              
1. The best title of the text is  ……………………… 

   a. sea animals           b. the sea           c. the Fish Market         d. hobbies 

2. The underlined  word (  useful  ) in line ( 2  ) means ………………  
   a. fast                       b. bad                 c. slow                           d.  good  

3. The main idea of the text is ……………………  
   a. sea is useful                            b.  sea is dangerous 

   c. fish and sharks                       d. people like  the sea                                                         
4. The pronoun ( they) in line (4) refers to ………………… 

   a. fishermen               b. hobbies                 c. people                d. pearls 
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Writing  

 Date: .........................

Write a paragraph of six sentences about “ Whale Shark” 

 The following picture and guide words may help you:    

 [ largest – animal - eat- - small fish - live-  -warm- water- not dangerous - divers - swim]

…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………..............................
 …………………………………………………………………..................................
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………

 ……………………………………………….…………………………………………
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Unit Six 

A Brave Boy 

Date:..............

Fill in the spaces with words from the list:

( award – try – screamed – problems – drown )

1. Ali shouldn't ……………. to save anyone because he isn't a good swimmer.

2. I will use a calculator to solve this Math …………………..

3. Our team got an ……………. for winning the match.

4. If you can't swim,  you might......................

5.  The girl ..................... when she saw the spider.

Date:...................

Choose the correct answer from a, b, c, and d:                        

1- My father always reads the ...................... in the morning.

a. newspaper .          b. shore.            c. medal.           d. certificate 

2- Dana and Sara ..................... everyday for the race.

 !30

wordNo.WordNo

award (n.)١٠decide (v.)1

try (v.)11 newspaper (n.)2

practice (v.)12reach (v.)3

problem ( n.)13scream (v.)4

someone (n.)14trouble (n.)5

medal (n.)15drown (v.)6

certificate (n.)16suddenly (adv.)7

exhausted (adj.)١٧shore (n.)٨

finally (adv.)9



a. exhausted .          b. drown .            c. practice .           d. someone 

3- Ahmad is in .................... , He didn't do his homework.

a. suddenly         b. finally            c. award.           d. trouble 

4- I .................... to go to the mall at the weekend.

a. practiced          b. reached            c. tried           d. decided

5- You can ..................... this shirt on. It suits you.

a. practice          b. reach            c. try           d. decide

6- ...................  we had finished the project.

a. suddenly         b. finally            c. award.           d. trouble 

Grammar 

A)Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d:

1. While I …………………… , my mother called me.

a. studies              b. studied                c. was studying           d. study 

2. While the students were going to the school, they ………….an accident.
a. see                   b. were seeing          c. saw                         d. sees

3. While ………….. were running, it started raining.

a. she                   b. they                      c. he                           d. I  
4. While I ……………….. T.V, the phone rang.

a. watched          b. watches           c. watch                     d. was watching
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Date:.........................

                                                   

A)Correct the verbs in brackets:

1- The students (write) ........................ the lesson, the teacher left.

2- Khalid ........................ ( have) his dinner while he watched the TV.

3- They .........................( sleep) while their mother left

    B) Do as shown between brackets:

           1- He was playing football. He fall down.      ( Join using while)

………………………………………………………………………
2- Sara was walking along the beach. She heard a scream.  (Join using while)
………………………………………………………………………….

Date: .....................

    B) Do as shown between brackets:

 1- Ahmad travelled to Spain last summer.              (Ask a question)

………………………………………………………………………………

2- I wrote a story last week.                                     (Ask a question)

........................................................................................................................

3. They were in the zoo yesterday.                          (Ask a question)

  ……………………………………………………………………………..

4. The doctor  x-rayed  my broken leg.                   (Ask a question)

  ……………………………………………………………………………. 
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Reading Comprehension  
Date:................... 

 Read the following passage, then answer the questions below: 

               Many people  enjoy  hobbies in the sea.  The  sea is very dangerous but it is 

very useful.  It has salt, fish, pearls and many sea  animals.  Fishermen like the sea 

because they catch fish and sell them in the fish market.  Some  people like it because 

they can enjoy  their  time  there.  They can spend happy times swimming, diving, sailing 

and racing their boats.  People can travel by ships from country to country.  The sea can 

also be dangerous when the waves are rough. Sometimes we can not  swim in the sea 

because of some dangerous  animals like sharks that can kill or eat people. Some 

people like collecting shells from the beach. Some love running there.

A)  Choose the right word from a , b ,  c and  d :             

1. The best title of the text is  ………………………

   a. sea animals           b. the sea           c. the Fish Market         d. hobbies

2. The underlined  word (  useful  ) in line ( 2  ) means ………………  

   a. fast                       b. bad                 c. slow                           d.  good 

3. The main idea of the text is …………………… 

   a. sea is useful                            b.  sea is dangerous

   c. fish and sharks                       d. people like  the sea                                                        

4. The pronoun ( they) in line (4) refers to …………………

   a. fishermen               b. hobbies                 c. people                d. pearls
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Writing 
 

Date:.................                                                

    Write a paragraph  of ( 6 ) sentences about  ( Getting an award ). The following  

picture and guide words may help you : 

( had – award / school / golden – medal / teacher / won – match / happy ) 

…………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………… 
………………………………………………………………………………… 
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